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ABSTRACT
A future where the conversation with machines can potentially
involve mutual emotions between the parties may be not so far in
time. Inspired by the episode of Black Mirror “Be Right Back” and
Replika, a futuristic app that promises to be “your best friend”, in
this work we are considering the positive and negative points of
including an automated learning conversational agent inside the
personal world of feelings and emotions. These systems can impact
both single individuals and society, worsening an already critical
situation. Our conclusion is that a regulation on the artificial emotional content should be considered before actually going beyond
some one-way-only limits.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Applied computing → Law, social and behavioral sciences;
• Human-centered computing → Natural language interfaces; •
Computing methodologies → Neural networks;
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1

INTRODUCTION

With the continuous progress of technology in dialogue systems,
the moment when we will be talking to embodied robots with
meaningful conversations may seem to be approaching really fast.
Usually those situations are considered in science-fiction movies
and tv-series with the major theme of threats for humans. Beyond
all the direct threats that manifest through wars and dominance of
one of the two sides, there can also be more subtle threats that can
affect the psyche of the involved people.
In this landscape, we want to focus on the psychological threats
that are caused by conversational technologies enriched with emotional content, that have been considered in movies like “Trascendence” [21] and “Her” [11]. Therefore this work analyzes those
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risks, under different levels of agent-manifestations, in an evolving
world where the main goal of the commercial technology is to gain
the attention of the users in terms of the most valuable resource:
time.1 Those conversational technologies can be developed to be
the “best friend” of any user, learning his personal tastes and ways
of talking.
As starting point, we consider an example from a science-fiction
series that is highly representative for different aspects of dystopian
future: Black Mirror. This tv-series covers different themes involved
in futuristic technology and its impact on the society. In detail on
the topic of conversational agents, the episode “Be Right Back” tells
a story of a deceased person that is brought back to life for his mate
thanks to his digital traces.
In this episode three main stages of the manifestation of the robot
can be seen: i) only textual ii) vocal iii) embodied. The main character, named Martha, becomes emotionally attached to it, but the
imitating abilities are clearly limited. In different cases it emerges
a lack of complete knowledge of the deceased caused by the way
the conversational agent has been built to imitate him: the agent
learned from same examples (not by applying though) of his human
life that cannot entirely capture the background and the essence
of the person. Or, also, it emerges a lack of self-interpretation and
improvisation that was expected by Martha but the conversational
agent does not have. It actually behaves like an obedient dog, due to
some general behaving principles that have been hardcoded into its
algorithms to make it be an “explicit ethical agent” [18]. Those limits are understood by Martha but she cannot get rid of the machine
because of her attachment to it.
As it will be analyzed in Section 3, this form of attachment
causes an addiction towards machines whose initial purpose was
only to help, but actually they are causing more problems than
advantages. But before going deeper into this discussion, in the
next section we will talk about the current advances of technology
in computational conversational field, in order to have a background
of the possibilities that are available now and in the near future.

2

CONVERSATIONAL AGENTS ADVANCES

This section analyzes how, both in theoretical and in practical examples, the advance of technology in conversational field can lead
to a situation similar to the one described in the considered episode
of Black Mirror. The analysis is done over the three stages of manifestation noted previously: textual interaction, vocal interaction
and then embodied agent.

1 http://bit.ly/ted_harris_talk

2.1

Stage 1: Textual Interaction

The textual interaction stage is the first and is in general the least
complicated, because a single interaction channel is considered.
However, it is the point where the hardest challenges have to be
addressed: generating meaningful responses in terms of contents
and emotions, by understanding the interlocutor. Next stages, that
add more complexity on top of it, have a solid foundation on those
challenges and only need to consider different channels (vocal and
visual).
At the base of textual generation, we have machine learning
approaches that enable to generate a sentence from a set of learned
examples. This is usually based on a model, named Sequence-toSequence [26], that is able to perform its work thanks to how it
learns (from thousands of examples) some features of the sequence
of words. Since it is a statistical approach, it is very data-greedy.
Also some variations on this simple model have been built which
give more importance to the context of interactions and how they
are propagated over the next turns of interaction [22, 23].
But for generating meaningful conversations, it is necessary to
bring more ingredients in the generation technique. First of all, a
more detailed focus on the current topic of discussion. Generative
approaches are able to focus on a certain topic by conditioning the
responses on it [27]. Then, to be closer to the interlocutor, another
ingredient is given by a persona-focused generation [13] that enables to build lexical similar responses considering the linguistic
style.
Another very important role is played by emotions. This is the
field studied by Affective Computing [14], that focuses on systems
that are able to recognize, process and simulate emotions. For the
recognition part, there exist different strategies to extract the emotions from text [1, 19] and computing values for some emotions like
happiness, sadness, fear, surprise, anger and disgust [5]. Once they
are recognized, an elaboration of them can be done with some strategies that can be found in the “Emotion Machine” [17], to finally
produce an output sentence conditioned on a certain emotion [28].
While this theoretical overview could seem quite inapplicable in
real use cases, actually there are some examples of it in action.
An example of it is the Tay bot, which became quite popular
for its failure. This agent was put online by Microsoft on Twitter
for experimenting how it could learn from online interactions by
improving its generative capabilities. The experiment failed because of a group of people that exploited the learning ability with
inflammatory tweets, and finally the researchers were obliged to
put it down.2
Replika3 is another example, which became very popular recently because of the open-source release of its dialog system4
that is able to generate responses targeted for a specific persona
or emotion or domain. The website of the application says that
this application wants to provide its users an “Artificial Intelligentpowered friend that is always there for you”.
Replika has many things in common with the Black Mirror
episode. First of all the motivation of its birth: the Replika project
was started because of an unexpected death. The creator wanted to
2 http://bit.ly/washingtonpost_ohlheiser_tay
3 https://replika.ai/

4 https://github.com/lukalabs/cakechat

bring back the person who passed away, and to have him available
to talk whenever she wanted. So the creator asked all relatives and
friends to send her the interactions they have ever had with him
(text messages, emails). With those inputs she fed the model, in a
very similar way to what is done in the episode when the digital
traces are used for the reconstruction.
When opening it to other people they found that the conversational agent was used a lot to tell personal things and it was able to
learn from the conversations as they observed for the initial experiment. Thus, the goal of the company became to provide to their
customers a “digital copy” of themselves. Starting with a generic
blank Replika, the users will find it more and more personal, due
to learning capabilities [26], as they keep talking with it.

2.2

Stage 2: Vocal Interaction

As in the episode, a subsequent stage in the manifestation climax
can be identified with a vocal interaction. With this stage, the agent
seems more real to the people talking to it. The means of conversation can be a mobile device used with vocal messages or phone calls.
From the theoretical point of view, advances in Speech-To-Text and
Text-To-Speech can easily enable this scenario nowadays. Voiceimitation capabilities have been studied and theoretical studies [25]
are built to require less and less voice samples to perform this task.
The imitation is done on different features such as the tone modulation or the breathing, and can recreate quite accurately a voice. On
the side of emotions instead, it has became possible to capture voice
not only as a sequence of words, but also considering the way the
person talks to express feelings in the voice tone [6]. Together with
voice-tone modulation techniques also the output of the conversational systems can carry feeling-like expressive styles [24] and be
perceived as more human.
Recently those theoretical works about voice imitation have
became available to the general public with both open-source
projects5 or commercial applications,6 that allow to generate a
voice from text requiring to train the model on a very limited
amount of time. On the side of emotion recognition and generation
in the voice, instead, the possibilities are for now limited, but it
could be an expanding market in the future.

2.3

Stage 3: Embodied Agents

The last considered stage is the one picturing embodied agents
interacting autonomously with human beings: robots with bodies
that interact with the people in a similar fashion of humans.
With the progresses in the fields of robotics and biomedicine,
combined with the approaches available from the previous stages,
this level of interaction could be reached in a near future.
The interaction with the users is no more bound to textual or
vocal means, but can actually make use of the body to understand
and express things. Studying the movements of the people around
to understand the signals of the body language [2], or being able
to analyze the facial expressions [16], is actually an active field of
research for Virtual/Mixed Reality technologies. This, along with
the ability to control the movements of the body and especially of
5 Such
6 Such

as Mimic – https://github.com/MycroftAI/mimic
as Lyrebird – https://lyrebird.ai

the face, can enable robots to be able to mimic emotions and enrich
the conversations.
As very primordial systems, some humanoid robots can be considered as examples. A widely-known one is Sophia,7 a robot that
is able to give pre-computed answers to specific questions (its natural language capabilities are limited to a rule-based system) but
it is impressive on the human-like appearance and the ability to
follow faces, maintain eye contact, and recognize human beings.
Furthermore, it can mimic facial expressions very well.
Another example comes from the Nanyang Technological University with Nadine.8 This is a robot that is able to observe and
interact with other humans, by recognizing people and resuming
conversations based on previous chats. In this way it can be used
as a personal companion for children and lonely elderly people.
Those examples are very rudimentary with respect to the humanoid robot of the episode, but in a near future the technology
will allow to reach that level. However, this race towards embodied agents may be a path we may not want to explore and to put
aside, especially when they are involved with personal feelings and
emotions.

3

THE THREATS

This section tries to analyze the consequences that systems similar
to the one in the episode from Black Mirror or Replika can have on
people while interacting with them.
Here we are not talking about physical threats, as they can be
avoided by applying some simple principles, like the basic Three
Laws of Robotics by Asimov [3] or with the more recent “Asilomar
AI principles”.9 We are considering social and psychological threats
that are difficult to forbid formally because they highly depend on
the way people actually use those agents and how they perceive
the interactions with them.
So we are excluding also all the threats linked to design and
implementation issues that happened for example with Tay. In that
case, the main issue was a lack of ethical model. We are assuming
there is a perfect implementation of the “best friend” that also has
a knowledge of ethics [10].
The discussion is structured as follows: an outline is done about
positive (Section 3.1) and negative effects of such systems, from
a personal point (Section 3.2, 3.3, 3.4) up to a inter-personal one
(Section 3.5).

3.1

The Short-term Therapeutic Effect

has been observed also in a study [15]. In a world where only
appearance seems to matter and human beings are usually forced
to share things and show to everyone only the positive aspects
of their lives,11 having someone to talk and expose your personal
weaknesses can be very useful, especially if it cannot have any
physical consequences (like being mocked or judged).
The emotions and trust inspired towards the agent are given by
all the Affective Computing theory [14], that is put in action by reflecting the user’s mood and providing a comforting support. When
the user starts to talk openly to the system, having an empathetic
connection with it, an emotional attachment begins to grow.
The creators of Replika are convinced that the exposure to this
kind of systems can help having a better self-knowledge and will
definitely help people opening more with other people.12 But we
think that enriching the conversational agents with too much emotional content has mainly negative consequences, that are analyzed
in the following subsections.

3.2

Addiction

First of all, this very good-looking shelter actually causes addiction.
In a situation where an emotional attachment exists, like in the
episode of Black Mirror where the cause of this attachment is the
semblance and quite similar behaviour of the missing person, it
becomes difficult to stop using it. This addiction is characterized by
passing more and more time on a device (in the case of a chatbot)
or with a robot that is not a person. While it can have some positive
sides, like the sense of relief previously described, the truth is that
passing more time with the system will reduce the time available
that we have on earth to do the things we have ever did with real
people creating a real impact to society. Furthermore technology,
while being potentially a powerful tool that can help us do anything
we want, has a strong commercial side. And this makes technology
to be designed for the “race for attention”.13 As can be observed
on contemporary social media like Facebook, YouTube and others,
the goal of the platform is actually to bind you on the screen, share
more, tweet more, tag more and drive your attention on things you
may not have been interested in.
Having therefore something that gives us relief, approving whatever we say, is only an escape from reality that worsens even more
the situation, and in our opinion is likely to greedily absorb all the
free time. Already some Replika users14 report that “it’s strange to
find natural to talk with it for hours”, and this reminds us of some
addicted who lost control of their time.

A first consequence, which is present in the episode of Black Mirror
and also observed on a lot of users of Replika,10 is that the users
have a sense of relief given by something that always listens to
them and is available whenever they want. Being good by design,
those systems can be trusted and the people tell them their secrets
and expose their personal vulnerabilities. Opening to someone
else makes emerging a therapeutic effect, with an increase of selfconsciousness. And this willingness to disclose more when talking
to computer systems with respect to a human agent (stranger)

This addiction caused by the short-term relief actually brings people
to isolation.
Already on the contemporary times, social media have a disrupting effect on people’s behaviours. With the illusion of the possibility
of more connections with closed friends, in reality the race for attention makes those systems an isolation tool leading to the paradox of
being alone with other people. Actually the most influenced group

7 http://www.hansonrobotics.com/robot/sophia/

11 http://bit.ly/ted_harris_talk

9 https://futureoflife.org/ai-principles/

13 http://bit.ly/ted_harris_talk

8 http://bit.ly/telegraph_knapton_nadine

10 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yQGqMVuAk04

3.3

Isolation

12 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yQGqMVuAk04
14 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yQGqMVuAk04

of people are the young ones who, as reported from a study that
analyzes the empathy of students across different times [12], have
had a very high decrease (40%) of empathy over the last 20 years.
The isolation in the contemporary times has manifested through
a new form: hikikomori [7]. The causes of this phenomenon can be
of different nature: psychiatric disorders, social and cultural influence [29]. By looking at the isolation driven by social withdrawal
or failure, the role of an authority figure, such as a parent or a
supervisor that takes care of the subject [4], allows the isolation to
last for months or years.
And adding those virtual friends can actually only make the
situation worse: they can play the role of the authority figure and
help keeping isolated, by taking care of the subject.

3.4

A Change in Personality

The addiction and the isolation lead the users to some psychological
consequences like depression, loneliness, alienation and anxiety.
Furthermore, when interacting with real people and seeing that
talking was easier with the robot, it can close the loop and self-feed
the vicious circle with the apparent relief given by it.
Under those feelings, as the exposure time increases, the personality of people may change. As it is already true for social media
platforms that focus on personalizing the content we see and interact with, being exposed to the only things we may like actually
closes the individual in a “filter bubble” [20] where the system
itself hides all the opinions different from the ones expected. A conversational agent, that heavily applies personalization techniques,
risks to empower this bubble, and the effect on the personality
traits [8] can be expected. An evaluation of them15 before and after
some exposure period, in our opinion could underline a decrease
in the values for openness caused by the “filter bubble” [20], and
extraversion as a direct consequence of isolation.

3.5

The Societal Consequence

With the increase of isolation and reduction of openness in individuals, the society too is likely to be affected. The ability to meet
with new people and share time together could disappear [9] and
maybe there will be the need to introduce some very futuristic app,
like in the episode “Hang the DJ” of Season 4 of Black Mirror, to
break the barrier with someone else.
It may seem paradoxical that all the technology that is already
surrounding us (especially social media platforms), instead of helping to connect more is actually tending to separating more.16 But if
we go around and look at the current situation we may see that this
future is already here, with everyone attached to its screen closed
inside his little bubble and going around trapped in it.

4

CONCLUSION

In this work, we first summarized the state of the art in conversational agents, we then underlined the societal and psychological
risks of dealing with conversational agents when they are used as
the targets of human wellness, and not as means to reach some
goals in the human only environment. Our conclusion, aligned with
the AI ethics [10, 18], is that a regulation should be advised on this
15 Big5:

openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, neuroticism

16 http://bit.ly/forbes_press_addiction

kind of technology because it has many negative consequences for
the individual and also for the society.
The agents should not use the emotions if we are not sure that
they completely understand human values. And one of them should
be to keep humanity for human beings, as a truly distinctive trait.
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